Perfect Voice Quality

Versatilty Connectivity
Why QD plugs & what are they good for?

Voice

Understand your customers
clearly in High Definition Audio

HD Voice also known as wideband audio covers a
much broader audio spectrum compared to legacy
analog telephones allowing you to recognize voices
and distinguish persons much easier. Crystal clear
conversations with a very natural feel require less
listening effort and result in increased productivity.

Title

Narrowband vs. Wideband Audio
Narrowband Audio

G.711

Wideband Audio

G.722 (HD)

Professional Headsets come in two parts. The first part is
the Headset with a Quick Disconnect plug (QD) on the
end of the cable. The second part is the connection cord
with a QD plug on one end and an audio connector on the
other end. This results in the following advantages:
• For hygienic reasons every teleworker should
have their own personal Headset.
• When leaving their workstation or if multiple
agents are working in shifts on the same desk,
employees can store their headset in their locker.
• Your company does not need to purchase connection
cords for every headset merely for every workstation
resulting in lower costs.
• People are more careful with items they are responsible
for resulting in longer life spans of individual headsets.

Compatible with your existing Headsets
150 Hz

300 Hz

3.4 kHz

7kHz

Active noise cancellation
for productive conversations
Active noise cancellation prevents the other party from hearing background noise like co-workers
talking or a humming air-condition. As a result the
other party will hear you more clearly and stress
levels in conversations go down. Your workforce will
become more relaxed as they don’t need to repeat
words or sentences and your customers will perceive
your company in a professional manner.

Xenexx connection cords and headsets come with a choice
of Plantronics and Jabra Quick Disconnect (QD) plugs allowing you to utilize your existing equipment.

Compatible with all major IP Phones

And many other brands....

Individual Colors
Custom made foam ear cushions
in your companies corporate color
Xenexx colored foam ear cushions are available in
donut style and as full foam ear cushions.

Why colored ear cushions?
Color code call center employees by teams, job position, achieved targets or simply let your front line agents
make a fashion statement they will love. Choose between multiple colors.

Title

Corporate colored ear cushions
For Contact Centers and cooperate use we offer custom
colored ear cushions in your company color. We accept
orders from only 500 pcs. Please contact us for further
information. To start simply send us the Pantone Number you want your ear cushions in.

Compare Headsets

Great Price
How headsets increase your productivity
By handing out headsets to your employees you can raise
their productivity by up to 10% as you enable them to
multitask while on a phone call. Multitasking also leads to
fewer mistakes as people can take notes while still on the
call, shortening the wrap up time after a call significantly.

When deciding on a Headset you can choose between
one and two earpieces devices. Depending on the needs
you want to consider the following points:

…with an entry level price tag
Similar products from other manufactures cost 30 – 50%
more.

Recommend for: Office environments

One Headset, Multiple Devices
With a rich choice of connection cords we ensure that our
products are compatible with almost any device such as
Computers, Smartphones , analog & IP Phones, etc. You can
choose between PC Soundcard, USB , 3.5mm, 2.5mm and
RJ9 connection cords.
3.5mm

• Raise productivity by allowing office
workers to search information while
one the phone with a customer
• Easily consult with co-workers while
talking with a client on the phone
• You are talking less than 1 hour on
the phone on daily basis

2.5mm

RJ9

Why choose binaural headsets:
• Focus fully on your customers’ needs without
getting distracted by co-workers in the room
• Don’t suffer from unbalanced hearing
and reduce stress levels
• You are talking more than 1 hour
on the phone on daily basis
Recommended for: Call Center & Office environments
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www.xenexx.net

02-107-2525

Welcome to Xenexx

Xenexx Headsets and connection cords are comparable in
quality with high end devices from other manufactures

USB

HD Call Center & Office Headsets

Why choose monaural headsets:

A true flagship headset…

PC Cord

How do I choose the right
Headset for my needs?

